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ORDER PICKERS

JOEY ZERO
ELECTRIC ACCESS VEHICLE

STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT

 MAINTENANCE FREE  
LITHIUM-ION BATTERY 

 Integral 24v battery and  
240v Charger

 Powered front load tray

 Electronic power steering

 Forward facing blue light

 Rear flashing warning light

 Battery discharge indicator  
w/hour meter

 Accessory bars and file pouch

 Cushioned floor and mast cap

 Operator Controls:  
Key switch, horn,  
emergency power-disconnect, 
slope alarm, stability tabs

OPTIONAL 
EQUIPMENT

 Audible back-up or travel 
alarm

 Plexiglass insert for front load 
tray

 Rail guidance

PERMANENT MAGNET 
DRIVE MOTOR
Lithium-ion battery ensures that 
PMDC motor delivers long run 
times of continuous operation  
on a single charge through a  
Zapi 24v infinitely variable travel 
controller. Travel speeds are 
automatically reduced when 
elevated or tightly turning. 

HYDRAULIC PUMP  
& RESERVOIR
The hydraulic pump and 
reservoir are enclosed in the 
powerhead, reducing risk 
of leakage when used. The 
lowering valve is located on  
the chassis should the unit  
ever become stuck in the air.

OPERATOR CONTROLS
The unit’s RH side controls feature 
fingertip lift/lower buttons for the 
operator platform, front load tray, 
horn, and travel, and a recessed 
emergency disconnect button. The 
LH controls include the steering tiller, 
battery discharge indicator with hour 
meter and key switch.



CHASSIS: COMPACT 
INNOVATION
An all-steel chassis provides 
stability at height when loaded, 
and exceptional durability. The 
front blue light and rear flashing 
warning light are included for 
maximum safety. Chassis does 
not elevate.

PERFORMANCE 
SPECIFICATIONS 
CAPACITY: 
340kg  Combined
91kg  front load tray
113kg front load deck
136kg  Operator compartment

ACCESS HEIGHT 
3000mm platform height allows the operator  
to handle goods at approx. 4800mm height.

TYRES/WHEELS
The front drive wheels include electro-mechanical 
brake. Two front-mounted polyurethane caster 
wheels boost stability.

Drive tire: Ф 210x70 polyurethane
Rear tires: Ф 250x100 non-marking rubber.

FRONT LOAD TRAY
Dimensions: 737mm x 533mm
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OPERATOR COMPARTMENT
The 610mm x 610mm cabin is fully enclosed 
by an auto-locking rear entry gate. Safety 
features include a foot switch and right-hand 
sensor. A low, 279mm step, 1067mm high 
railings, coloured side panels and presence 
sensors (lower chassis) maximise safety. 
Cushioned cabin floor, gates, and mast cap lift 
operator comfort.

FRONT LOAD DECK
The 737mm x 533mm front load deck features 
a 1- piece rubber powerhead cover that can 
be removed with simple hand tools to access 
unit’s systems for easy maintenance.

PRODUCTIVITY BOOST
The convenience and comfort of Joey Zero 
adds productivity to warehouse, retail, and 
other operations, making elevated tasks 
safe for order picking, shelf stocking or stock 
management. 

STANDARD
SMART LI-ION BATTERY. 
ISS Equipment is committed to 
clean electric power. All our Big 
Joe forklifts come standard with 
LIST, Lithium Integrated Smart 
Truck technology for higher 
performance and clean air for 
people and products.

PERFORMANCE AND 
SATISFACTION

FRONT LOAD TRAY OPERATOR CONTROLS



Transforming the way smart companies add efficiency 
to their warehousing and logistics operations. 
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Wheelbase 1092mm

All measurements shown are maximum elevations in standard “millimeter” units.

Model Equipment 
type

Mast Operator 
platform

Front load tray Collapsed 
Height

Extended 
Height

Weight* (kg)

340kg total vehicle capacity (91kg front load tray, 113kg front load deck, 136kg operators compartment)

J0-118 Access Vehicle Three Stage 2997 4064 1372 4089 839

* Estimated shipping weight with battery

DIMENSIONS    JOEY ZERO | ELECTRIC ACCESS VEHICLE


